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Educational Objectives
On completion of this course, students will:

1

Gain an understanding of the behavioral differences
between solid wood joist and lightweight wood structural members under fire attack.

Gain knowledge concerning the collapse times of
various floor and roof assemblies in tests recently
conducted by Underwriters Laboratories (UL).

2

4

Gain an understanding of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E119 test used to establish
structural fire resistance, with modified loading conditions.

B

etween 1997 and 2008, 26 firefighters
lost their lives in residential building collapses.
The ensuing National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) investigations highlighted the
impact of rapid fire spread through areas of unprotected
wood construction, the collapse of unprotected dimensional lumber, and the collapse of lightweight engineered
wood components. In addition, departments nationwide
have experienced countless near-miss incidents. Recent
initiatives such as the National Fire Fighter Near-Miss Reporting System have documented more than 80 reports of
incidents involving lightweight and truss construction.
1

3

Gain an understanding of the benefits of 1⁄2-inch gypsum board applied to the underside of an assembly,
delaying collapse.

In response to a growing number of line-of-duty deaths
and injuries from fires involving engineered lumber,
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL), in partnership with
the Chicago Fire Department (CFD) and the International
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), was awarded funding
from the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Assistance to Firefighters Grant (AFG) program to investigate
this disturbing trend and better understand the hazards
firefighters face in residential buildings constructed with
lightweight and wood construction.
Residential buildings are increasingly replacing conventional solid joist construction with
modern lightweight construction, such as
lightweight wood trusses and engineered
I-joists, in roof and floor designs. These
modern construction components have the
same or better load-carrying capacities but
don’t perform as well under fire conditions
mainly because there is less wood to burn.
The comparison of this performance was
the focus of this test series.

(1) A standing firefighter mannequin is engulfed in flames as he falls through the floor
assembly behind the crawling firefighter mannequin. (Photos courtesy of authors.)
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STRuctural collapse ●
The experimental series consisted of 12 furnace fire
tests of assemblies representative of typical residential
“legacy” and “modern” floor and roof construction. The
tests included six structural elements, three ceiling finish configurations, four floor or roof finishes, and one
test examining finished ceiling penetrations (Figure
1). All of the test assemblies conformed to the dimensions and span of the available test furnace (14 feet
by 17 feet). The structural members tested spanned 14
feet, even though some of the assemblies are capable
of spanning greater distances because of either the
material strength or joist depth of the floor or roof assembly being tested. Some the spans for these tests are
conservative; view resulting failure times with this in
mind. Had the structural members been allowed to support loads for a longer span, the resulting failure times
would have been potentially accelerated, thus reducing the collapse time for the assembly. Measurements
taken during each experiment include observation of
the conditions of the ceiling and floor or roof surfaces,
temperatures in the concealed space above the ceiling
membrane, deflections of the floor and roof surfaces,
and failure times of the tested assemblies.
This research conformed to the standard requirements
of the ASTM E119, Fire Tests of Building and Construc-

tion Materials, testing method with one exception: the
floor and roof loading requirements. The ASTM E119
testing method is normally used to certify fire resistive
construction. This test series used this accepted ASTM
E119 testing method to evaluate the performance of
nonfire rated floor and roof construction found in legacy
and modern residential construction. The current model
building codes do not require fire resistance ratings for
these floor and roof assemblies.
The standard set by ASTM E119 describes a fire test
method that establishes a benchmark fire resistance
performance between different types of building assemblies. This test relies on a standardized fire and time
temperature curve, which is intended to represent a fully
developed contents fire within a residential or commercial structure with temperatures reaching 1,000ºF at
five minutes and 1,700ºF at 60 minutes. The ASTM E119
fire endurance test is designed to express fire resistance
ratings in terms of hours: 1⁄2-hour, one-hour, two-hour,
three-hour, and four-hour rated assemblies. These hourly
time ratings are not intended to convey the actual time a
specific component or assembly will withstand a real fire
event. All fires are different. Variations result from room
size, combustible content, and ventilation conditions.
The ASTM E119 test method is designed to provide a

Figure 1. Collapse Time for Assemblies
Structural Element –
Ceiling Finish

Type of
Construction

Ceiling
Materials

Floor/Roof
Subfloor/Finish

Collapse
Time (min:sec)

2 x 10 Joist Floor –
Without Ceiling

Legacy

None

1 x 6 and Hardwood

18:45

2 x 10 Joist Floor –
With Ceiling

Legacy

Gypsum Board

OSB and Carpet

44:45

2 x 10 Joist Floor –
With Ceiling

Legacy

Lath and Plaster

1 x 6 and Hardwood

79:45

12-inch Wood I-Joist Floor –
Without Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

None

OSB and Carpet

6:03

12-inch Wood I-Joist Floor –
With Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

Gypsum Board

OSB and Carpet

26:45

14-inch Finger Joint Truss
Floor – Without Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

None

OSB and Carpet

13:06

14-inch Finger Joint Truss
Floor – With Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

Gypsum Board

OSB and Carpet

26:45

14-inch Metal Gusset Truss
Floor w/ Cord Splices and
Framed Stair Opening –
Without Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

None

OSB and Carpet

13:20

14-inch Metal Gusset
Truss Floor – With Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

Gypsum Board

OSB and Carpet

29:15

14-inch Metal Gusset Truss
Floor w/ Cord Splices,
Recessed Lights and Ducts
With Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

Gypsum Board

OSB and Carpet

30:08

Metal Gusset Truss Roof –
With Ceiling

Modern Lightweight

Gypsum Board

OSB and Shingles

13:06

Legacy

Gypsum Board

1 x 6 and Shingles

40:00

2 x 6 Joist and Rafter Roof –
With Ceiling
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● STRuctural collapse
outfitted in fire gear and weighing 300
pounds, placed in the center of the floor
or roof assembly. For the two tests that
represented roof-ceilings assemblies, the
two mannequins were the only live loads
applied to the test assemblies.
The collapse times for all of the assemblies are shown in Figure 1. In addition
to the collapse times, a large amount of
significant useful data for the fire service
was obtained during these fire tests, including the observation of the conditions of the
ceiling and floor or roof from both sides of
the assembly, temperatures in the concealed
spaces, deflections of the floor and roof
surfaces prior to collapse, thermal imaging camera (TIC) video from the top of the
assembly, and video and audio recordings
(2) A quadrant view of recorded video images taken during the experiments from the simulated firefighters’ perspectives.
available in the Web-based outreach program.
All of this information could not be included in a single article or report, so it has
been developed into a Web-based outreach
useful benchmark for building code officials and fire
program for the fire service. This free interactive program
protection engineers, enabling a comparison of fire
performance between test samples within the laboratory is at www.ul.com/fire/structural.html.
environment.
Typically the ASTM E119 test procedure requires a
IMPORTANT FINDINGS
larger, uniformly applied load to the floor designed to
Important study findings include the following:
fully stress, or almost fail, all supporting structural memFloor collapse in six minutes. Engineered wood floor
bers. This ultimate design load is generally higher than
assemblies have the potential to collapse very quickly
the uniform live load of 40 pounds per square foot (lb/
under well-ventilated fire conditions. When it comes to
ft2) prescribed by the current model building codes for
lightweight construction, there is no margin of safety.
There is less wood to burn and, therefore, potentially
residential construction. The average home with furniless time to collapse. The results of tests comparing the
ture arranged in a room is usually actually carrying live
fire performance of conventional and modern construcloads below the prescribed design live load of 40 lb/ft2.
tion will improve the understanding of the hazards of
To represent the average home with furniture around
the perimeter of the room, a load of 40 lb/ft2 was placed lightweight construction and help incident commanders,
company officers, and firefighters to evaluate the fire
along two of the four sides of the floor to represent the
typical conditions a firefighter encounters when entering hazards present during a given incident and allow a more
informed risk-benefit analysis when assessing life safety
a structure fire. To represent fire service personnel, the
assemblies were also loaded with two mannequins, each risks to building occupants and firefighters.
2

3

(3) Thermal imaging camera image and temperature measurement of legacy 2 x 10 joist floor—without ceiling at 1:45. Left:
The thermal imaging camera view. Right: Temperature measurements above and below the finished flooring.
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4

(4) Thermal imaging camera image and temperature measurement of modern lightweight 12-inch wood I-Joist floor—without ceiling at 5:30, just prior to the floor collapse. Left: The thermal imaging camera view. Right: Temperature measurements
above and below the finished flooring.

The fire environment has changed. The size-up of
any given structure is, for the most part, based on previous fireground experiences; most of that experience
comes from fighting fires in the homes of yesterday,
fairly robust 1,500-square-foot legacy-type homes constructed with solid dimensional lumber. But today, as
more homes are constructed with lightweight materials, traditional size-up techniques may not provide
proper risk assessment. Whether an existing renovated
home or a newly constructed “McMansion,” these modern homes are the new reality. Many of today’s typical
house fires are in buildings that could readily be
categorized as commercial structures with commercial
fuel loads. The increased size of these buildings, use
of large unprotected areas of lightweight construction,
and resulting fires from modern synthetic fuel loads
have proven to be catastrophic. Today’s fireground
operations must reflect this new reality. Adequate
personnel must be dispatched and available to ensure
that basic fireground operations can be completed
in a safe and timely manner. Fires in today’s modern
homes may require the need for additional personnel;
5

consider the escalation of alarms early in the operation.
Thermal imaging cameras do not provide an adequate indication of a weakened floor or pending
collapse. There is a potentially dangerous misconception
in the fire service that TICs can detect fire on the floor
below or above a firefighter. TICs detect variations in surface temperatures for objects in the field of vision. They
cannot detect temperatures if the camera is thermally
shielded by the finish materials of a floor or ceiling, such
as carpet or gypsum board. Average temperatures below
the assembly were in excess of 1,200°F while average
temperatures on top of the carpet were less than 100°F.
The application of water during suppression operations
will also further mask these thermal signatures in the TIC
camera’s field of vision during suppression operations.
The structural performance of floor systems. Currently accepted testing standards used in the United
States, such as the ASTM E119 conditions of acceptance,
recognize a collapse, or structural floor failure, as one
of the acceptance criteria linked to the failure time of a
tested assembly. The ASTM E119 definition of collapse
6

A modern lightweight 12-inch wood I-joist floor—without ceiling. Collapse Time = 06:03. (5) The excessive floor deflections
at the time of failure. (6) The condition of one of the surviving engineered I-joists after extinguishment.
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7
Modern lightweight metal gusset truss roof—with
ceiling. Collapse Time = 23:15.
(7) A significant volume and velocity of smoke during
initial portions of the test.
(8) The collapse of the continuous plastic ridge vent.

8

requires the floor to totally collapse within the furnace.
Several fire test standards recognized outside the
United States, similar to ASTM E119, such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 834:1
Fire-resistance tests—Elements of building construction—
Part 1 do not rely solely on collapse as an indication of
the floor’s strength. The ISO general requirements define
load-bearing capacity as the elapsed time that a test
sample is able to maintain its ability to support the applied load during the fire test. The ability to support the
load, as defined by the standard, monitors the potential
for a complete structural failure and/or when a floor is
significantly weakened. This standard takes into account
when a floor is progressively deflecting or failing prior
to a complete structural collapse. Identifying when a
floor has been significantly damaged or weakened is a
critical piece of information for the fire service.
A review of the ASTM E119 and ISO 834:1 failure
times as they apply to the unprotected (without ceiling)
engineered wooden I-joist assembly clearly illustrates
that the floor had become significantly damaged and
lost its ability to carry load far before the actual total
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collapse time. If the ISO standard was applied
to the unprotected engineered wooden I-joist assembly, the accepted failure time would change
from 06:03 (acceptance criteria time per the ASTM
E119 standard) to 04:00 (load-bearing capacity
per the ISO 834:1 standard). For the fire service,
this means that a complete collapse of this floor
would have been seen at 06:03 but that the floor
would have been severely compromised and potentially unsafe to operate on at 04:00. Be aware
that although these testing methods provide documented research failure times, they also illustrate
that the floors have become dangerous far before
the actual documented collapse times. This trend
was consistent throughout the engineered lumber
assemblies tested within this study. These failures
in real-life incidents may also be accelerated by
larger fire loads and variations in field conditions.
Structural performance of the roof assemblies. This research also conducted two roof tests
respective of finished ceiling/attic assemblies
representing both “legacy” and “modern” construction. The evaluation of the structural performance
of these assemblies and components was limited because
of the available span of the furnace dimensions with respect to the overall depth of the roof structures. This is a
significant limitation as the 2 × 4 metal gusset-plated roof
trusses can span distances that far exceed 14 feet.
The study, however, did demonstrate a potentially
dangerous and misleading ventilation phenomenon
regarding installed roof vents. Initially, there was a
significant amount of smoke emitting from the continuous plastic ridge vent at the beginning of the modern
roof assembly test. As the temperatures increased, the
continuous plastic ridge vent melted and collapsed. The
collapse of the vent changed the ventilation profile for
the roof. The initially heavy smoke pattern emitting from
the continuous ridge vent diminished to a light indistinguishable smoke trail, although the fire was still raging
below. The excessive heat created by the fire was, in
effect, restricted from venting vertically through existing
natural openings and created an excessively untenable
condition below the roof in the attic and the occupied
floor areas below the attic as the ceiling finishes failed.
Teams conducting size-up prior to fireground opera-

STRuctural collapse ●
9
Modern lightweight metal gusset truss roof—with
ceiling. Collapse Time = 23:15.
(9) Multiple metal gusset plate and web member
failures.
(10) The deterioration of roof sheathing and ultimate
failure of the roof sheathing and shingle materials.

tions may be deceived by this change in the
quantity and velocity of the smoke emitting from
the roof structure as they prepare to conduct
fireground operations. A confined unventilated
fire in an enclosed attic will accelerate the failure
of roof structural elements and contribute to the
failure of the ceiling materials between the attic
10
and floors below.
Reduced smoke emitting from existing roof
vents gives the wrong impression to roof teams
attempting to determine if it is safe or necessary
to conduct roof operations. The failure of ceiling
finish materials below the attic space can also
trap fire crews as fire and heat quickly overtake
the floor areas below the attic level.
There is a lack of residential building code
provisions regarding the average singlefamily residence. Building code and regulatory
service groups have only recently identified the
fire service as one of the potential user groups
for buildings under the existing model building
codes. A provision in the 2006 International
Building Code, section 101.3, has adopted new
language stating that one of the intents of the
building code was to “provide safety to firefighters.”
However, this code provision, which could offer a possible long-term solution, does not define to what extent
the building code in any given jurisdiction adequately
satisfies this requirement. Changes to model building
codes often occur after a tragic loss of life. Cumulative
numbers documented by NIOSH case studies alone
justify the need for future changes to existing model
building codes. This is especially true for one of the
model building code’s most unrestrictive subgroups,
the Type V-wood frame or Type III ordinary constructed
residential occupancy. The fire resistive requirements
for most single-family residential occupancies are
minimal with regard to the exterior of the building and
virtually nonexistent with regard to the interior floor
and roof assemblies.
This research project demonstrated that adding a
single layer of 1⁄2-inch gypsum wall board to the bottom
of the unprotected floor assembly regardless of legacy
or modern construction, a standard method of passive
fire protection, can add on average approximately 20

minutes to the collapse time. The addition of passive fire
protection requirements in the model building codes for
these construction assemblies would protect not only the
lives of the first responders, but would provide for the
safe egress of the building occupants as well. ●
For further information on this study, please email
Robert.G.Backstrom@us.ul.com, Stephen.Kerber@us.ul.com,
or James.Dalton@cityofchicago.org. To submit additional
information and/or photos on local fire incidents within your
area that may inform the issues discussed within this article,
please contact James.Dalton@cityofchicago.org.

● James M. Dalton is the coordinator of research
and development for the Chicago (IL) Fire Department.
● RobERT G. BackstRom is a senior staff engineer with Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
● Steve Kerber is a research engineer with Underwriters Laboratories Inc. and has 12 years firefighting
experience.
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“Take Exam” link, complete all the program questions, and Submit your answers. An immediate grade report will be provided and
on receiving a passing grade your “Certificate of Completion” will be provided immediately for viewing and/or printing. Certificates may be viewed and/or printed anytime in the future by returning to the site and signing in.
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Certification Information,” “Answers,” and “Evaluation” forms. Your exam will be graded within 72 hours of receipt. On successful
completion of the post test (70% or higher), a “Certificate of Completion” will be mailed to the address provided.
COURSE EXAMINATION
1. Between 1997 and 2008, 26 firefighters loss their lives
in residential building collapses. These collapses can be
contributed to the impact of one or a combination of which
of the following circumstances?
A. The impact of rapid fire spread through areas of unprotected wood construction.
B. The collapse of unprotected dimensional lumber.
C. The collapse of engineered wood components.
D. All of the above.

2. What was the focus of the research conducted by Underwriters Laboratories, the Chicago Fire Department, and the International Association of Fire Chiefs funded by the Department
of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management
Agency’s Assistance to Firefighters Grant Program?
A. To better understand the hazards firefighters face in
residential buildings constructed with lightweight and wood
construction.
B. To compare the performance of typical residential legacy
construction to modern construction for floor and roof
assemblies.
C. To evaluate the passive fire protection contributions
provided by various standard ceilings finish materials.
D. All of the above.

3. ASTM E119, Fire Tests of Building and Construction Materials, relies on a standardized fire and time temperature curve,
which is intended to represent a fully developed contents
fire within a residential or commercial structure. What is the
temperature for this test at five minutes?
A. 500ºF

B. 750ºF

C. 1,000ºF

D. 1,250ºF

4. The ASTM E119, Fire Tests of Building and Construction
Materials, fire endurance tests are designed to express fire
resistance ratings in terms of hours: 1⁄2-hour, one-hour, twohour, three-hour, and four-hour rated assemblies. What are
these hourly ratings intended to convey?
A. The actual time a specific component or assembly will
withstand a real fire event.
B. The time the fire department has to operate in a structure
fire.
C. A useful benchmark for building code officials and fire
protection engineers to compare the fire performance of
test samples within a laboratory environment.
D. Time until the floor assembly deflects two inches.

5. The ASTM E119 fire endurance test is conducted on a test
furnace (14 ft. by 17 ft.). For the DHS/AFG-sponsored test
series, the structural members spanned 14 feet, even though
some of the assemblies were capable of spanning greater
distances. As some of the spans for these tests were conservative, what does this mean for the resulting failure times?
A. Had the structural members been allowed to support loads
over a longer span, the resulting failure times would have
been potentially accelerated.
B. Had the structural members been allowed to support loads
over a longer span, the resulting failure times would have
been potentially decelerated.
C. There would be no impact if the spans were longer.
D. None of the above.

6. The DHS/AFG-sponsored test series conformed to the standard requirements for the ASTM E119, Fire Tests of Building
Construction Materials, testing method with one exception.
What was that exception?
A. The floor- and roof-loading requirements.
B. The prescribed ASTM E119 time temperature curve.
C. The span of the members.
D. The ventilation conditions.

7. Thermal imaging cameras (TICs) do not provide an adequate
indication of a weakened floor or pending structural collapse. TICs detect variations in surface temperatures for objects in the field of vision. They cannot detect temperatures
if the camera is thermally shielded by finish materials. What
were the average temperatures below the assembly and on
top of the finish flooring materials documented in the DHS/
AFG-sponsored test series?
A. There was no recorded difference.
B. The average temperature below the assembly was in excess
of 1,200°F while average temperatures on top of the carpet
were less than 100°F.
C. The average temperature below the assembly was in excess
of 600°F while average temperatures on top of the carpet
were less than 100°F.
D. The average temperature below the assembly was in excess
of 1,200°F while average temperatures on top of the carpet
were 600°F.
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8. Typically the ASTM E119 test procedure requires that the
assemblies be subjected to an applied uniform load to fully
stress, or almost fail, all supporting structural members. The
DHS/AFG-sponsored test series subjected only partial floor
areas to the uniform live load prescribed by current model
building codes for residential construction. What is this
prescribed live load required by the model building codes?
A. 30 lb/ft2
B. There is no live load requirement
C. 40 lb/ft2
D. 100 lb/ft2

9. For the DHS/AFG test of the unprotected (without ceiling)
engineered wooden I-joist, what was the accepted failure
time per the ASTM E119 standard, or the time of complete
collapse, for this tested assembly?
A. 04:00

B. 05:00

C. 06:03

D. 07:03

10. In terms of an assembly’s structural performance, what
condition of acceptance does ISO 834:1 Fire Resistance
Tests–Elements of Building Construction–Part 1 (used
outside of the United States) use to document the failure
time of a tested assembly?
A. Collapse or structural failure only.
B. The ability to support load, accounting for a complete
structural failure and/or when a floor may have become
significantly weakened.
C. Breach of assembly by smoke and fire.
D. The ability for firefighters to stand on the assembly.

11. For the DHS/AFG test of the unprotected (without ceiling)
engineered wooden I-joist, what was the load-bearing capacity per the ISO 834:1 standard, or the time that the floor
would have been severely comprised and potentially unsafe
to operate on, for this tested assembly?
A. 04:00

B. 05:00

C. 06:03

D. 07:03

12. Of the five types of building construction, which subgroups
are the most unrestrictive in terms of fire resistance requirements?
A. I
B. III
C. V
D. Both B and C are correct

13. The DHS/AFG-sponsored test series demonstrated that
adding a single layer of 1⁄2-inch gypsum wall board to
the bottom of the unprotected floor assembly, regardless
of legacy or modern construction, can add on average
approximately how many minutes to the collapse time of the
tested assembly?
A. 15 minutes
B. 20 minutes
C. 30 minutes
D. 60 minutes

14. The fire environment has changed. Many of today’s house
fires are in buildings that could readily be categorized as
commercial structures with commercial fuel loads. Why is
this the case?
A. The increased size of the buildings.
B. The use of large unprotected areas of lightweight
construction.
C. The resulting fires from fuel loads from modern synthetic
materials.
D. All of the above.
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15. There is a potentially dangerous misconception in the fire
service that TICs can detect fire on the floor below or above
a firefighter. What do TICs do?
A. TICs can provide an adequate indication of a weakened
floor.
B. TICs can provide an adequate indication of a pending
structural collapse.
C. TICs can detect fire on the floor below or above a
firefighter.
D. TICs detect variations in surface temperatures for objects in
the field of vision.

16. What common fireground operation will mask the thermal
signatures in the TIC’s field of vision during suppression
operations?
A. Vertical ventilation.
B. The application of water.
C. Horizontal ventilation.
D. Salvage operations.

17. The DHS/AFG-sponsored research did observe a potentially
dangerous and misleading ventilation phenomenon while
testing the modern constructed roof assembly relating to
what component of the roof assembly?
A. Metal gusset plate connections.
B. Oriented strand board (OSB) roof sheathing.
C. Continuous ridge vents.
D. Continuous eaves and soffits.

18. What building material was associated with the potentially
dangerous ventilation phenomenon noted in the modern
constructed roof assembly?
A. Galvanized steel
B. Plastic
C. Wood
D. Concrete

19. What are the potential effects associated with a confined
unventilated fire in an enclosed attic area?
A. An accelerated failure of roof structural elements.
B. Contribution to the failure of the ceiling materials between
the attic and floors below.
C. A decelerated failure of roof structural elements.
D. Both A and B are correct.

20. What potential fireground hazards does a confined unventilated fire in an enclosed attic area present to operating
personnel?
A. Reduced smoke emitting from existing roof vents gives the
wrong impression to roof teams attempting to determine if
it is safe or necessary to conduct roof operations.
B. Teams conducting size-up prior to fireground operations
may not be deceived by changes in the quality and velocity
of smoke emitting from the roof structure as they prepare
to conduct fireground operations.
C. The failure of ceiling finish materials below the attic space
can also trap fire crews as fire and heat quickly overtake
the floor areas below the attic level.
D. Both A and C are correct.
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7. Do you feel that the references were adequate?				

Yes		

No

❑ I have enclosed a check or money order.

8. Would you participate in a similar program on a different topic?		

Yes		

No

❑ I am using a credit card.

9. If any of the continuing education questions were unclear or ambiguous, please list them.

My Credit Card information is provided below.
❑ American Express 

❑ Visa 

❑ MC 

______________________________________________________________

❑ Discover

Please provide the following (please print clearly):

10. Was there any subject matter you found confusing? Please describe.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Exact Name on Credit Card

11. What additional continuing education topics would you like to see?
Credit Card # Expiration Date

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Signature

PLEASE PHOTOCOPY ANSWER SHEET FOR ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS.
AUTHOR DISCLAIMER
The author(s) of this course has/have no commercial ties with the sponsors or the providers of the unrestricted
educational grant for this course.

INSTRUCTIONS
All questions should have only one answer. Grading of this examination is done manually. Participants will
receive confirmation of passing by receipt of a verification form.

COURSE CREDITS/COST
All participants scoring at least 70% on the examination will receive a verification form verifying 4 CE credits.
Participants are urged to contact their state or local authority for continuing education requirements.

SPONSOR/PROVIDER
No manufacturer or third party has had any input into the development of course content. All content has been
derived from references listed, and or the opinions of the instructors. Please direct all questions pertaining to
PennWell or the administration of this course to Pete Prochilo, peterp@pennwell.com.

EDUCATIONAL DISCLAIMER
The opinions of efficacy or perceived value of any products or companies mentioned in this course and
expressed herein are those of the author(s) of the course and do not necessarily reflect those of PennWell.

RECORD KEEPING
PennWell maintains records of your successful completion of any exam. Please go to www.FireEngineeringUniversity.
com to see your continuing education credits report.

Completing a single continuing education course does not provide enough information to give the participant
the feeling that s/he is an expert in the field related to the course topic. It is a combination of many educational
courses and clinical experience that allows the participant to develop skills and expertise.

© 2009 by Fire Engineering University, a division of PennWell.

COURSE EVALUATION and PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
We encourage participant feedback pertaining to all courses. Please be sure to complete the survey included with
the course. Please e-mail all questions to: Pete Prochilo, peterp@pennwell.com.

www.FireEngineeringUniversity.com

